
For this lesson, you will need:

 Pen/pencil

 Lined paper
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LO: To be able to punctuate speech accurately and use 

subordinating conjunctions to extend sentences. 

 I know the different types of punctuation used to 

punctuate speech.

 I can use speech marks to mark where my speech begins 

and ends.

 I can use subordinating conjunctions to extend my 

sentences.
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Let’s watch a video to refresh our 

memory about punctuating speech.

 https://youtu.be/6-YFmLctwDY

https://youtu.be/6-YFmLctwDY


What is a subordinating clause?

A clause is a group of words that contains a verb. It may 
form part of a sentence, or it may be a complete sentence 
in itself. (We looked at this last week)

A complex sentence will contain a main (independent) 
clause and multiple subordinate (dependent) clauses which 
add extra detail or information to the main clause.

A subordinating conjunction is the word or words used to 
join two of those clauses together, words such as: because, 
as , since, although, despite, however . They do the job of 
showing the relationship between the clauses.



How to use subordinating conjunctions

Example 1

Greg stayed behind after school because he had a detention.

The main clause or idea in this sentence is that Greg stayed behind, the 

reason or the supporting detail is that he had a detention, indicated by the 

subordinating conjunction 'because'.

Example 2

The teacher reads to the students when they have an English lesson.

The main idea is that the teacher reads, the subordinate clause tells us when 

this happens.

Example 3

Although it is usually my job, Dad watered the plants this week.

Here the main clause tells us that it was Dad who watered the plants, the 

subordinating conjunction 'although' introduces the extra information.





How can we use subordinating conjunctions 

in our writing?

Brave Beowulf, gripping his sword tightly, 

exclaimed, “ You have shown me great generosity 

since I have arrived here in your kingdom. Because 

of this, I am happy to take up your challenge, 

however, I may not succeed this time.” 

The subordinating conjunction ‘since’ tells the reader when something has happened.

The subordinating conjunction ‘because’ tells the reader supporting information why.

The subordinating conjunction 'although' introduces to the reader extra information.


